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A Positive Approach to

AsSessment and Correction

of Reaogng Difficulties

in Middle and Secondary Schoolt

Corrective reading instruction' 4in middle and secondary

schools has taken oz a decidedly negative character over the

years for a variety of reasons. Both the assessments and the

instruction provided in corrective reading classes are pri-

marily based on students' weaknesses rather than on their

strengths. Further, assessment and instruction in these

classes bear little relationship to the reading tasks pre-

sented in other instructional settings where reading is

required. Consequently, onecan find scant evidence ofd.

positive transer of gains purportedly made in corrective

reading classe to regular classroom reading performance.

It is our intent in this paper to examine the roots of

this negativelapproach .to corrective reading and to present\
o

an alternative: a positive, non-deficit approach to reading\

instruction in middle and secondary schools. This 4pproadh is

based on thecontention that a better understanding of the

nature of reading comprehension processes and of the sophis-

ticated reading tasks required of students at this level will.

lead to a new conceptualization of reading strengths arid`
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weaknesses=. Our position is based on considerable expetience

workiAg witivteachers and students in real classroom situations,

on the growing body of research evidence that supports an

interactive moddl of reading comprehension, and on consensual'
-0

intuitions regarding instructional processes 'to support such

a model:

4
Back to Basics: A Non-professional Solution to a non-existent

Problem.

In spite of increasing evidence that today's students aie

reading as well as or better than their counterparts of 10, 2Q,

and 30 year ago (NAEgj 1975; Farr, Tuinman,---'-,and Rowls, 1975;

'Farr, Fay and Negley, 1978; Farr and Blomenberg, 1979; Micklos,

1980), the media event of a reading crisis persists. `Increas-

ing public criticism tends to make reading educators very

nervous; so nervous, in factthat many have accepted the media

event as reality'.; Consequently, they have ignored what is

really needed in reading instruction at middle and secondary

scho?1 levels in order to continue to do, and then redo with

greater urgency,, what they are already doing well. Though

- there is ample evidence that students are learning the basic

decoding and comprehension skills (NAEP, 1575; Farr, Fay, and

Negley, 1978), educators willingly consign a whole nation of

children 'back to basics' without professional consideration

of the complexities of reading comprehensiairand of the kind

of instruction that is really needed 'to enhance students'

xeading achievement.



Make,no mistake;, the authors are not%against basic reading

instruction (although we ate sometimes troubled by the way it

is conducted)'. What we' are against is the 'persistent recycling

of large numbers of students through basic word recognition and

literal comprehension skills beoguse of a misinterpretation of

the difficulties students encounter in reading their content

area texts.

This deficit, recycling is especially evident .in.corrective

reading classes. Reading teacher's, most of whcIm were trained

tb,teach elementary reading skiils, tend tolopk middle and

secondary school students into an elementary skills-deficit
. $

model. This type of instruction is based on a skills-suffi-'
$

ciency theory that promotes the idea that if a certain set,,and OP

sequence of skills are.jearned sufficAentiy,lbomprehehsion will

take care of itself. The extent to which such instruction

persists is a measure of how the profession has ignored the

recent body of evidence indicating that reading comprehension

occurs, as a complex,interaction among, all the knowledge systems

operating within the reader--conceptual, social, linguistic,

experiential, etc.--and all the linguistid systems operating

in the text--grapho-phonemic, syntactic, -semantic (see for

example Adams and Bruce, 1980; Adams and-Collins, 1979; Ander-

son et al., 1977.; Kamil, 1978; Rumelhart, 1977; Santa and
.

Hayes, 1981). The very' nature of the more sophisticated

reading tasks required of students in middle and secondary

schools creates'problems not amenable to the simple, application
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of sets and sequences of skills. The fact that many of our

'students survive the transition from learning to ,read to

reading to learn without appwriate supportive instruction

is testimony to their intelligence and their reading-reasoning

power.
a

, \

Basic PreMises for Positive Reading Imormiement.
,

-
,

, There are-two premises that help -in develoPing the
, 4

rationale for a positive approach to middle and secondary ,

\

school reading instruction:

1. The majority of.students who seem to ne d.corrective

reading instruction in middle and second4ry..pchools

don't.
\

.
\

2. The m jority of students who do need corrective
...._.,

readi g.inetrISction don't need the kind they're

getting.

The first premise isbased onthe conviction that all

students,should havethe benefit of reading instruction in ,

every classroom where reading is required, and that reading

strateg4.er shoilld be taught simultaneously with the content of

the subject being taught." If this mere -lone, very few students

would need corrective instruction. Jnfortunately, we generally

abandon the teaching of reading at the very point where

students need to integrate the skills gleaned from basic

reading instruction with their knowledge, their experience and

their reasoning power to address more'complex reading Compre-
1

hension tasks (Nelson, 1930).
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The easiest way'to illustrate the prOblem is to compare,

the direct teaching of reading skills as 'it is dC6 in the,,

majority of elementary schools with'ihe functiodalteaching of

the reading process as it should be done in middle and second-
.

ary schools. (It must be noted, that this -dichotomy cannot be
0

drawn where readiAg'is -4aught as'a functional holistic process,

frbm the outset.] The, comparison will be made on threedimen\--

_Sions: 1) separation vs. integration of skills; '2) word

recognition vs. word acquisition; 3) reconstruction of meaning

vs. construction of new meanings:

Separation vs. Integration:
.

Elementary school reading programs generally separate

reading into a multiplicity of skills. This fragmentation is

*baSedion the notion that students can learn to read bettel. if

the whole process is,broken into separate pieces and each Of_
42-

'those pieces Carefully taught. It is assumed that when students

have le4rned all of the parts they will be able to reassemble

them into e holistic'reading process. It is interesting to note

that there is "no set or sequence of readihg skills that can be

supported on the basis of research. Most skill sequences are

based on Common sense considerations; however, when both

materials and tests are constructed round these skill se-
,

'quences; theresults in terms of students' basic reading

achievement are reasonably good,

'In middle afid secondary schools, reading tasks are holistic

in mature, requiring the simultaneous use of many skills. The
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content of the meteroi.al determines how skills must be integrated

to'comprehend it: Students need d-a different kind of reading

instruction that provides strategies foi integrating and
c

applying prevIously acquired skills to new- content. Because

some students have difficulty, in making this transition, it is
o

-assumed that they lack theObaslc skilli: As a result, they-are

repeatedly recycled thFugh separate skills instruction. This
/

process, though it may lead to increased sdores'on skill oriented

reading tests, generally fails to solve the problem of integrat-

ing and transferring skills to the increasingly sophisticated
Crt,

reading ta-SkS assigned in content area reading classx'ooms.

In some cases, this "corrective" reading process exacerbates

the. problem it_ is intended to solve. First, it "abels students

as "problem readers" causing them new problems with self-concept

and social relationships. Second, . t takes time away from

content classes causing students to fall further behind their
4

peers. Finally, and most important fon reading comprehension,

it leads to heavier and heavier reliance on graphic data to the

detriment of the necessary integration of graphic and expetien-

tial data that is required for creative construction of meaning.

Word Recognition is. Word Acquisition.

Elementary-schools concentrate on word recognition skills

so that students can re- cognize wards -that are already in their

own lexicons. For example, students _re taught phonics so that

they can attempt to pronounce, in left to right sequence, the

sounds of a word to gain clues to its recognition as a word they

c
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6

already know. "Given that this process has questionable efficacy

even for known words, it seems too obvious tc set imprint that

students will have difficulty using their phonics skills to

re-Cognize words that they wound not recognize even if they coilld

prondunce them.

Take the sentence, As we rode the old-fashioned carousel,

the 'sounds of the callio e surrounded us'. If the word calli9,22

were not .in the students' personal lexicons, they would not only

fail to recognize it, they.would most likely-mispronounce it as
°

well. While the context providesisome support for the meaning

of the word, it could as easily mean crowd, engine, carnival,

arrlus_er___Lern, children, etc. Further, the presence of the

word calliope in the text would probably cause students, reading

orally, to also miscue on dther words in the sentence because of

the anxiety produced by anticipation of the unknown word.

Failure on the part of teachers to recognize the reasons

fQr'the students' difficulties at -this point could lead to

incorrect assessment of the problems as a lack of decoding

skills. While students may appear to lack these basic reading

skills, they,are simply unable to apply the skills they possess

to the more difficult reading tasks required of them in content
. /

area textbooks which contain new concept words and technical

vocabulary that may be entirely unfamiliar to them. It should

be no slrprise, then, that some students have difficulty reading
4

these texts independently. What is needed is not a recycling

through skill-drill word recognition activities, but a program

a
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.of-instrucionin each content classroom that 1) provides ex-

perience with the new vocabulary of the content before students

are-expected to re-cognize it in their reading, and 2) provides

positive strategies for acquisition Of new vocabulary within the

. context of the content.

41econAruction vs. Creative Construction.

Meaning resides in the experience of the reader. .What the
9 1

reader 'brings to the text, both in terns of lidguistic experience

and bf world expbriince, determines, to a large extent, what *lie

reader takes from the text. The importance .of the reader's

background has been noted by Adams and Bruce (1,980, p. 38):

To say that background knowledge s of used, or

is useful in comprehending a story,is i1tisleading.

it suggests that a reader has the bpti n of

drawing on background knowledge to enhance the

t

comprehension process, but that he or she.might
4- 4

0 4

just as well do without such frills -- as if there

were a reading process separate from the draring-

on-background-knowledge-process.

In fact reading comprehension involves the don-

struction of ideas Out of pre-existing concepts.

A more correct statement of the role of background

'knowledge would be that Comprehension is the use

of prior knowledge to create new knowledge. With7

dut prior knowledge, a complex object, such as a

text, is not just difficult to interpret.; strictly

.4
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speaking, it is meaningless.

Elementary school reading programs recognize the importance
...

of b4ckground kpowledge in reading,Adhen they almost invariably

use textsmaterials containing vocabulary, facts, concepts, and

values that operate within the conceptual framework of the
;

elementary pupils' experience. Stories about home, family, pets,

play, domestic animals;' etc. are the mainstay of elementary

readers. Pupils are taught word recognition -and comprehension

skills so that they can reconstruct, from thd text, lide4s and

meanings already within the realm of their experience,

By the end of the elementary grades, with good ins:truction,

most pupils can successfully use their read-inc skills t; recog

nize common words and to reconstruct familiar meanings.. Thu

mistake lies in the assumption that they can automaticai?.y

transfer these' skills to the reading of textbooks that contain

uncommon vocabulary, unknown facts;,unfamiliat concepts,' and

unusual values. That some students do make this transfer with

apparent ease is testimony to their 'intelligence and reasoning

power; that many -have difficulty should be no surD)iseto

educators.

It's sometimes neeessary, however, to use.. very unusual

lustrations to help proficient adult readers to recognize'the

difficulty. Take, as an example, the following sentence:

There's wear in aplain brown Wrat22i5fliEMaanIe121
1Landeassitreenstaramos. This is a perfectly 400d

11
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English sentence. It has nouns, verbs, hdjectiVed, phrases,

clauses-etc. Even the word are all familiar. Howeveri.anyone

not6faraliar with CB radio language would be very%unlikely to
, $

comprehend the w.....thor's message, coromatter, how wdll he slies
$0 i

.

.

had learned the basic reading skills. To understand the message, .

both the context of the mesSage and the technical vocabulary,

must reside inV experiende of the r'ader4. The reader must
.

recognize' the sentence as a'CB communication, both experientially

and syntactically, and must recognize the Special an0.-unusual

meanings of the Words Wien
I

usedotithin this 6ontext. The reader

who can tap,thisslexperience can

. as meaning that a state trooper

\'
back and forth era the hi hwa around mile marker 7S and issuin

readily cOmprehend the message

"unmarked car is,cruf.ising

tickets to 'speeders. Th'e reader without this. CB' experience

,eannot cork9rehend\no matter 11-ow well he or Pshe,aliplies decoding

or basic comPrdhension skills.

The same kind of. thing happens when students encounter

content area text materialscontaining facts, concepts, and

values that ace, outside the realm of their .experience. They.

ape difficulty comprehending not because they lack dechding

and compiehention skills, but becauSe they lack' the experience

a

necessary Ed bring Meaning to the text. Even where concepsv
w

-are somewhat familiar to students, they may lack enough elabori-'

tion of the experience o comprehend fdlly. rh reading the
,

sentence, After finish.1122_211t mousse, Jean went to the check-
., . .

room and I issed but tribute 'to all, the2EtstLeIghtdEanE,

$

^k
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most adults would'immediately recognize the settingas a

11.

restaurant and the action as finishing dessert; retrieving th e

wraps, an d tipping the waiters. They have develokd full and

elaborate restaurant schemata from: many restaurant experiences

and can tap theselexperiencet.to'bring,meaning'to.the message.
, .

,

L .:Sutl:/hat about thle'student whose only' experience bf-a restaurant

i
'e

s McDonald's or Burger King? Wider this student .recognizes the
,

)

word mousse-'oi_Olhen be able to pronounce it? Will he or she be ,

? ,,- ;..

- able to .ax-tate coMprehensi64. qtestions suah as: 'Wliat2does ,

A::-.
' . i

i . . .

..._.,_.........._.I.S..i.eleali;':?.)thi.§.SenteneentrbUte7'1..? or 'What are the characters in
. -

.

the.stOry.doing? '1411 the studlt,even reddgnize that the
t

, ,. ..,-,!.. ., ..

action it occurring-ilia restaurant? Probably not'; . and tq make
;

e

matters* W6tte; when students `fie ask6 to read aloud from a.',
: 1 ,,

-text that they-are having difficulty comprehending, they tend
.

to mitcte and. tumble, even on familiar word's, giving the
-Ty1-.--.

/ . -
, .

impression that word recognition skills are' lackin4._ COise-
. Y1

-4-*"e41-11-".

\
guently, both students and ieacher-...4become frustrated, and

... - . ..

students are-Contgned to "corrective" classes where they aiet..

again recycled thrCugh the

Advanced Instruction is the. Key

what-reading,educators must recognize is that the transition

from reading materiais containing common words and familiar.

ConceptkAto cOntent area, text bOoks containing uncommon

vocabulary and unfamiliar concepts involves a change in the

-reading process from 'recognition of knbWn words to acquisition
- 1

of neW' words, from. reconstruction of meaning out of experiece



to creative construction of newritaanings and neiq experience.

This process involves reasoning, reasoning" from-what is,known
A

to what is new, keasoning in, around, and be'yond the text

-Material (Herber, 1978).

.

P

The key to easing the transition is instruction -- not'

instruction in special reading classes Where students are recycled
. .

through decoding and comprehenSion skills, but instruction that

'occurs in every.class,where reading'is required -- in literature,

in science, in mathematics, in the social sciences, and in other

sUbj-ects as appropriate. -

-Premises ,Rel.fi$ite:a

Returning to first premise, that the majority of

stue%nts who seem to need corrective reading instruction in

'middle and sedonaary-'schools don't, i't is our contention,

based on the previous discussion, that if, instead of c.bandon-
,

ing the teaching of reading.at -the end-of the elementary grades,

advanced instruction in readiag-reasoning processes were provided_ -

in each content classroom, the majoritylof students would be

able to integrate the skills they possess, access new vocabulary,

and grow in the creative construction of meaning. Such

advanced instruction would include the following: /

1. Strategies that tap pupilst.experience related or

analogous'to nerveconcepts to provide conceptual frame-

works for integrating new iesas with prior experience.

2. Strategies that build new concepts or examine



conflicting,;,alue4before students are expected to

comprehend them in reading.

13.

3. S1trategies that provide students' experience with the

technical or uncommon' vodabul4ry of the content area

before they are expected to recognize that vocabulary

in their reading.

4. Feed-forward strategies that emphasize predicting and
#
anticipating meanings on the basis of prior experience.

-5. Strategies that guide-and support studnts' reading at

the literal, interpretive, and applied-levels of

comprehension (Herber, 1978).

6. Strategies that build positively on students' skills :

instead of recycling them.

7. Strategies that provide.opportunities for__ interaction

among students for pooling of experience, discussion

of ideas, clarification of concepts, multiple recitation

of vocabulary, faCts,:concepts, and values, and to take. -

advantage of the benefits of peer-tutoring'(Nelson,

198a)-.-

8. Strategies that guide and support creative reasoning

through and beyond the text material.

As teachers provide instructional'epport during' students'

transition from learning to read to reading to:learn, middle

and secondary schools find far fewer students who need

corrective reading instruction: This leads to our second, premise,-

the majority of students who dpwneed corrective reading



instruction in middle and secondar schools don't need the kind

they're-getting.

Assume for a moment that subject teachers are trained in

methods and strategies for teacf.ing reading simultaneously with

the content of their subject area and are prdviding such

instruction. Evenso, a few of theli students may need

additional help in treading. It is for these students that a

corrective reading rogram is established. -It serves as a

/ supplement to the 'instruction they receive in, the regular con-
!

tent area classroom-S. As a supplement,!it should be consistent

in purpose, function; and definition. Unfortunately, much of

what goes on in Corrective reading classes bears little

relationship to the reading tasks required in regular class-

rooms. Once again, there seems to 'be a lack of application of

what we know about reading comprehension to the instructional

setting.

°Comprehension is the primary objective in reading; all

other objectives have to do with accomplishing comprehension,

e.g., phonics, structural analysis, etc., c=-4*

hension, )a.g.-, summarizing, outlining, etc. (

using pre-

1970).

As stated earlier, comprehension occurs as asc.. 1e interaction

of all the knowledge systems operating within the reader and all
,,

-

the linguistic systems operating in the text. Why, then,,do

corrective reading programs focus so 'heasAi.ly oh a skills deficit

model wherein student8' \,x-aknesses become the center of interest

while the,strengths are virtually ignored? ExAn more disturbing

1 e
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is the,tendency to concentrate the students' attention on

graphic cues without the necessary integration of graphic and

-experiential data required for construction of meaning.

Examine, for example, the oral reading protocol in Figure

1. It represents the oral reading of a fifth grade boy we'll

call David. After listening to a tape recording of David's

reading of this and several other paragraphg with similar

miscues,' thirty-two reading teachers were given a checklist

with items of suggested corrective dptions ranging from heavy

decOdin4 emphasis to heavy meaning emphases items. Not

surprisingly, the most checked item was: A Structured review

. of rqlonics with.-emphasis on blendin sounds in the middle of

words. Among the least

anticipation of meaning

checked items was: Lessons that stress

EflylLexperience. The teachers seemed

so attuned to reading as a decoding or word calling process

that they failed to notice the most disturbing element of

David's oral reading -- that he does not recognize that reading

is a.pFocess of creating meaning-from print. Consequently,

many off the teachers would engage David in an iatrogenic process,_

ohethat makes the problem worse by treating it David is

alreay relying too heavilypon grajahic cues. Another recycl-
.

ing rough phonics will only exacerbate the problem. When

Da4i fails to stop .at the end"of the first sentence to express

confligion or make corrections, it should be recognized at once.
I

. . /that; he is not in touch witifthe primary objective in reading
. , 4

-- comprehension.
;

14.47
-A.

tor



ORAL READING- PROTOCOL

(DAVID N.)

/hear ose-a. ociac*
TOM AND, NED NE R' A LARGE CITY 7PARk4o THEY

OFTEN Ufa*. IT WITH THEIR 114,YMATES. IN THE PARE ARE

istvile074,
MANY 'MOW MAPLE tREE THERE IS A 60#T PICNIC

GROUND ON THE HILL AND THE VALLEY, BELOW HAS A PRETTY

LITTLE POWI THE GIRLS ALWAYS' ENJOY WATCHING THE BOYS

WHILE THEY *AIL -THEIR TINY- BOATS IN THE WATER MOTHER

t
AND FATHER ENJOY,. PICNICS IN INC PARK :..

S.

Paragraph A, Gilmore Oral Reading Test, John V. Gilmore,
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. New York, .1951 (out of

\ print) -

i3
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What the teachers did not know was that David, according

to his records, had been recycled through phdhiCs at least

three times and haedeveloped the learned helplessness that one

so often sees in long term corrective reading students (Thomas,

1979). Once his phonics knowledge Was Viewed as a strength
\
\

ti

_rather than as a weakness; and he began"to work on exercises

that stressed reading for meaning using his strength in phonics

tool (e.g., using dloze process utith phonic clues), he

began to make rapid progress.

It is recognized of course, that some studApts do have
-

skill deficiences. What iS,being suggested is that skills are

not sufficient to meet the'reading'needs of middle and _

secondary school students-. Consistency between the corrective
,

readirig program and.the,- rAgular reading program calls for

instruction no_onlyto correct real skill deficiencies, but to

integrate the 'skills withthe use of Strategies that parallel

instruction in content classroOrltss-- instruction that focuses

on students strengthp rather than on their (presumed) weaknesses.

There are sevekal sources of strength in students who have

need for corrective reaAing: experience, language facility,

decoding skills, curiosity, capacity to reason.

19
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Experience, By the time students reach the middle and

secondary school grades, they have accumulated a rich store

of experiences. This experiential strength may not be liter-

ally and directly related to what is studied in school. How-
-

ever, if analyzed in reference to broadly based concepts and

principles that are worthy of study, students' experiences
)\

have a high degree of relevande.

A positive approach to corrective reading utilizes

students' experiential strength in the study of-important

ideas. Instructional strategies are available to help

students make connections between their own experiences

and what they are studying in school. They learn that

there are many dimensions to a single experience' and their

own experience can enrich others even as, through reading,

their own can be enriched. in

Language facility. Students have linguistic strengths.

They understand language and can use it to communicate with

.

others. At least intuitively, they recognize that language

communication is
V
not just the product of a set of specific .

skills but is a u ified proceis used as a means to an end

rather than as an end in itself.

A ppsitive approach to corrective reading, builds on

this familiarity with language and the ability to communicate

with language. Inst uctional strategies are available to

help studentb to understand that each subject has its own
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special language and that once they learn the vocabulary

they can communicate as easily in that 'language as in their

more fadiliar, general language. These strategies acquaint

'students with special language from different disciplines

and support its use as students discuss ideas'that are central

to an understanding of those disciplines.

. pecoding_ skills. By the time students reach Middle and

ary schools they usually have had considerable exposure
s.

to Phonics. They recognize that there is a relationship be-,

tween sounds'and 'symbols and/can use their phonetic knowledge

to pronounce phonetically-regular words in meaningful context.

Further intensive phonics instruction at this level dbes not

appear to be as beneficial as the use 'of a whole language

proach that 'places emphasis on the use of syntactic and semantic

cues as well as on graphic cues (Ottb, 1979). Indeed, there
-,

is evidence of a more dominant use of*.semantic and grammatical

cues by high achieving, comprehending readers. According to

Otto in -:. review of approaches to remedial reading for addles-

cents, instruction which optimizes student use of syntactic

and semantic cues appears to facilitate student achievement

more consistently than isolated phonics instruction. This.is

probably because basic phonics skills lose their effioacy as

reading materials advance in difficulty, containing words and

concepts beyond the realm of student experience (Spache, ;976).

A positive approach to corrective reading acknowledges the

decoding skills that students bring to middle and secondary

schools and builds ontthose skills rather than overemphasizing

2
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them. Instructional strategies are available to help stu-

dents realize that decoding is only a means ,o an end and that

the purpose of reading is to comprehend the%intended message.

Curiosity. Students are naturally curious and inquisitive

beings and with that curiosity comes an ability to speculate,

to hypothesize, and to set purposes. This curiosity motivates

students to explore their personal,environments and themselves,

more than to explore the unknown concepts presented in the

various curricula studied in middle= and sccondaY schools°.

focusing on-the latter rather than the former,Teachers

conclude that students_"are-not interested in learning."

A positive approach to corrective reading draws heavily

on students' natural curiosity. 'Instructional strategies are

available to.tap into their ability to hypothesize or predict,

their interest in problew.volving, their motivations for con-

firmation of their speculatibns, their need to know about con-

curring opinions. Through these strategies stuctents develop

a need for reading to satisfy their''need to know.

Capacit to reason. While we recognize that students are

not equa endowed with the capacity to reason, we believe

the basic capacity present in all. It is not our function

as teachers'to teach our students "to think." They already

can do that. Rather, it is Our function to teach them "how

to think,". how to use their reasoning powers to the maximum.

Even students who have difficulty comprehehding what they are'

reading have the ability to reason about the information once
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they acquire it - either through reading or by alternate means.

Lack of reading skill does not automatically mean lack of

reasoning skill. Indeed, the latter can be used to promote

the former.

A positive approach to corrective reading b'iilds on students'

ability to reason and,does not withold the utilization of this

natural capacit-y-until the more unnatural act of reading is

fully developed. Instructional strategies are available to

stimulate st ents' reasoning power. Coupled with their natu-

ral curiosi about the world around them, this reasoning power

creates in them a need to know that makes reading a natural and

productive means to an end rather than a rather dull end in

itself.

Conclusion. A positive approach to corrective reading

is one that builds*on students' strengths, several of which-

were identified. As must be clear, these strengths are pre-
_

sent in all students, not just in those who need corrective

reading. Logically, then, these strengths should be t1-e basis

for instruction in all areas, not solely in corrective reading.

Recall that we mentioned the need for a parallel between
4.

reading instruction in content-area classrooms and in cor-

rective reading cladses. When the latter instruction is a

supplement to the forMer, there is consistency both in the

reading processes stressed and the instructional strategies

utilized. For that reason, we regularly repeated the state-

ment that "Instructional strategies are available ..." to

.t(
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build on student's' strengths in corrective reading (Nelson,

- 1980; Herber, 1978; Herber and Nelson, 1975).

These instructional strategies are demonstrably success-.

ful when integrated, in conidht-area classrooms, with in-

struction in the subject matter of the relhted curricula. e

Th'4; are equally applicable in corrective reading classes for

students who truly_need additional reading instruction.; While

concentrating-on the integration,:of skill's while focusing on

stuaents',strengths, and 4hile'qu'ading*the study of important

concepts, reading teacher's can-pirovid6 corrective reading in-'corrective

struction that is positive in its apprOach, consistent with

students' needs, and lasting in its value.
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